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5 percent of the Road accidents could be avoided with better quality tires 
 Preventing road accidents is a big challenge 

 
New Delhi: The growth rate of auto companies has been sturdy during last two quarters. The two wheeler 
and four wheeler Auto  maker companies are  regularly launching new schemes in order to strengthen their 
position in market, but on the other hand the Indian roads are not safer. A survey on safety of Indian roads 
had been conducted by Prof. Horst Wildemann of Technical university of Munich and Bridge. It has been 
revealed in the survey which is being sponsored by the leading speciality chemicals manufacturing 
company LANXESS, that no. of vehicles are very less in India, compared to other nations, still it is ahead in 
no. of accidents.  
 Prof. Horst Wildemann has deeply thrown light on all the aspects of road accidents in India. This survey is 
mainly based on technical aspects. Wildemann says on the basis of per thousand populations in India only 
1/40th of population in comparison of Germany and half of the population in compared to China, having two 
wheeler and Four wheeler. Still the number of accidents is much more in comparison to Germany and 
China. He says that India is at 29th place in terms of no. of vehicles on every thousand of population, but the 
people injured annually in accidents in 2008, were 4.85 lakhs on this basis it was just left behind US’s 16 
lakhs and 7.66 lakhs of Japan. According to a census in 2009, there were 33% of cars and three wheeler, 
29% of two wheelers, 29% of trucks, 7% of buses and 2% tractors recorded in India. As per the total no. of 
cars America has the highest position as they have 66% share in passenger car and 30% share in truck and 
van. According to Wildemann, it is evident that the number of accidents caused by trucks and two wheelers 
are much higher than America.  
As far as road accidents are concerned, the survey statistics say that from the year 2008 and beyond, India 
has remained on top.  In the year 2008, in India 1.20 lakh people died in road accidents while there were 
only 73 thousand deaths in the world most populated country, China. It is evident that in the matter of 
number of deaths, India is higher than China by 60%, while America recorded only 37 thousands deaths.  
  According to Wildemann, If better quality tyres would be used, roughly 5% of all road accidents could be 
avoided in India. High quality tyres improve road grip and handling and can reduce braking by 50%.  
According to the study, traffic fatalities in India have been increasing at the rate of 8% annually and there 
are no chances of this percentage reducing. To bring awareness in this regard LANXESS will organize a 
Rubber day in New Delhi on December 3rd 2010. According to Joerg Strassburger, Managing Director of 
LANXESS, we are sponsoring this report as a part of our endeavours to help the community. Our 
commitment is to reduce the number of accidents worldwide. 
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